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Particle Physics: A Roadmap for Discoveries

The Future Gets Brighter?

• With the discovery of the Higgs boson, the Standard Model of Particle 
Physics has been established as a complete theory that could in 
principle describe physics up to very high energies.

• Still, many questions remain:

• The nature of dark matter and dark energy

• The origin of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe.

• Flavor and neutrino masses.

• Future experiments, including the high luminosity Large Hadron 
Collider, future observatories, and searches for dark matter offer the 
opportunity to shed light on these mysteries.

• The next few years offer the opportunity for great discoveries!

Tim M.P.  Tait

Masha Baryakhtar 
Discoveries at the 
Precision Frontier: 
Axions and New 

Ultralight Particles

Joseph Formaggio 
Trying to weigh the lightest 

particles in the universe without 
losing your patience


Daniel Stolarski 
Discovery Opportunities 

at Future Colliders
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Discovery Opportunities at Future Colliders

DANIEL STOLARSKI     August 20, 2020      TRIUMF Science Week

HIGGS POTENTIAL

5

SM says Higgs breaks 
electroweak symmetry 
with this potential.  

No direct experimental 
evidence of this.  

Can measure derivatives 
of potential. 

V(h) ∼ 1
2 m2

h h2 + 1
3! λ3 h3 + 1

4! λ4 h4 + . . .

Taylor series:

Daniel Stolarski

We’ve discovered the Higgs 
boson but we do not know 

much about its potential 
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ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITION (hh)

In the early universe, electroweak symmetry is restored.

8

BSM theories (with new states) could have violent 
transition, possible baryogengesis mechanism. 
Curtin, Meade, Yu, arXiv:1409.0005. See also talk by T. Tait on Wednesday.

Shape of the Higgs 
potential  can tell us about 

why we are here
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N-HIGGS PRODUCTION (hh)

6

λ3

h

h

h
h
λ4

SM makes definite predictions for these coefficients:

λ3 ∼ g m2
h

mW
λ4 ∼ g2 m2

h

m2
W

Can directly measure these couplings with  
multi-Higgs production (very hard at LHC). 

Daniel Stolarski

To map out the Higgs 
potential we need new 

colliders
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e+

e−
Z*

Z

h

In lepton collider, can use 
knowledge of initial state 
to detect that a Higgs was 
created without seeing it.

Search for Higgs decays 
to new particles. 

Can also look for new 
electroweakly charged 
particles with difficult 
decays. 

Could be connected to 
dark matter or SUSY. 

NEW LIGHT PARTICLES (ee/he?)

Daniel Stolarski

Future colliders can also tell 
us about new states (e.g. 

DM) that are impossible to 
see at the LHC
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MUON COLLIDERS
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A Guaranteed Discovery at Future Muon Colliders

Rodolfo Capdevillaa,b,⇤ David Curtina,† Yonatan Kahnc,‡ and Gordan Krnjaicd§
aDepartment of Physics, University of Toronto, Canada

bPerimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
cUniversity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL USA and

dFermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL USA
(Dated: July 1, 2020)

The longstanding muon g� 2 anomaly may indicate the existence of new particles that couple to
muons, which could either be light (<⇠ GeV) and weakly coupled, or heavy (� 100 GeV) with large
couplings. If light new states are responsible, upcoming intensity frontier experiments will discover
further evidence of new physics. However, if heavy particles are responsible, many candidates are
beyond the reach of existing colliders. We show that, if the (g � 2)µ anomaly is confirmed and no
explanation is found at low-energy experiments, a high-energy muon collider program is guaranteed
to make fundamental discoveries about our universe. New physics scenarios that account for the
anomaly can be classified as either “Singlet” or “Electroweak” (EW) models, involving only EW
singlets or new EW-charged states respectively. We argue that a TeV-scale future muon collider will
discover all possible singlet model solutions to the anomaly. If this does not yield a discovery, the
next step would be a O(10TeV) muon collider. Such a machine would either discover new particles
associated with high-scale EW model solutions to the anomaly, or empirically prove that nature is
fine-tuned, both of which would have profound consequences for fundamental physics.

INTRODUCTION

The 3.7 � discrepancy between the Brookhaven mea-
surement of the muon anomalous magnetic moment aµ [1]
and the Standard Model (SM) prediction [2] is among
the largest and most persistent anomalies in fundamen-
tal physics. The latest consensus [3–22] gives

�a
exp
µ

= a
exp
µ

� a
theory
µ

= (2.79 ± 0.76) ⇥ 10�9
. (1)

If experiments at Fermilab [23] and J-PARC [24] con-
firm the Brookhaven result, and if precision QCD calcu-
lations do not appreciably shift the theoretical prediction,
it would establish the first conclusive laboratory evidence
of physics beyond the SM (BSM).

Since the new physics contribution to aµ is fixed by
coupling-to-mass ratios, the anomaly can be reconciled
either with light weakly coupled particles [25], or with
heavy particles that couple appreciably to muons [26–
35]. If the former scenario is realized in nature, multiple
fixed-target experiments are projected to discover new
physics in the decade ahead [36–44]. However, if these
searches ultimately report null results, the only remain-
ing possibilities involve heavy particles.

Heavy BSM states modify aµ through the dimension-5
operator

Le↵ = Ce↵
v

M2
(µL�

⌫⇢
µ
c)F⌫⇢ + h.c. , (2)

where µL and µ
c are the two-component muon fields,

v = 246 GeV is the SM Higgs vacuum expectation value
(vev), Ce↵ is a constant, and M is the BSM mass scale.
Note that the symmetries of the SM already impose im-
portant constraints on this operator: the chirality struc-
ture of Eq. (2) requires a fermion mass insertion to gener-
ate �aµ, and reconciling the di↵erent electroweak quan-
tum numbers of µL and µ

c requires an insertion of v. All

BSM scenarios that generate this interaction fall into one
of two categories:

• Singlet Models: if all new particles are neutral
under the SM, the Higgs coupling insertion, and
hence also the chirality flip, must arise from the
small muon mass mµ = yµv/

p
2, so Ce↵ / yµ,

where yµ is the Higgs-muon Yukawa coupling. For
the maximum couplings allowed by unitarity, ex-
plaining �aµ in Eq. (1) implies M <

⇠ TeV, see
Eq. (4).

• Electroweak (EW) Models: if some of the new
states carry SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y quantum numbers,
the chirality flip and the Higgs coupling insertion
in Eq. (2) can arise from new and potentially larger
masses and couplings, allowing a BSM mass scale
M & 10 TeV. Importantly, these interactions may
yield large finite loop contributions to the Higgs
mass and muon Yukawa coupling.

For both classes of models, there is a “worst case” sce-
nario in which the new particles couple preferentially to
muons and are maximally beyond the reach of existing
experiments while still generating the required �aµ.

In this Letter we present a “no-lose theorem” for a fu-
ture muon collider program:

If the (g � 2)µ anomaly is due to BSM physics,
a combination of fixed-target experiments and a
muon collider with

p
s & TeV and ⇠10 ab�1 of

luminosity will be able to discover all explanations
for the anomaly involving only SM singlet fields. If
no new particles are found, a higher-energy muon
collider with

p
s ⇠ 50�60 TeV would then be guar-

anteed to discover the heavy states in EW models
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FIG. 1. Example Feynman diagrams contributing to (g � 2)µ. Left: In models that only feature SM singlet scalars or vectors
S or V , the chirality flip and Higgs vev insertion must originate on the muon line, so the contribution in Eq. (4) implies
O(1) couplings for singlets at the ⇠ TeV scale. Right: In scenarios that feature SM charged states, as shown for nightmare
scenario, the chirality flip and EWSB Higgs coupling insertion can be placed on internal lines, parametrically enhancing �aµ

and allowing for BSM mass scales above 10 TeV.

with sizable couplings that generate �aµ, or em-
pirically prove that nature (specifically the Higgs
and muon mass) is fine-tuned. If the latter is true,
the BSM states generating �aµ have to have sev-
eral very large couplings, and still be lighter than
⇠ 100 TeV due to perturbative unitarity bounds.
Such states would be discoverable at some future
facility.

In our no-lose theorem we assume the validity of quan-
tum field theory, so it is understood that a violation of
perturbative unitarity would also be a signature of (possi-
bly strongly-coupled) new physics with BSM states below
100 TeV.

SINGLET MODELS

If the BSM states are all EW singlets, their masses do
not arise from electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB),
so the chirality flip (and hence the Higgs vev insertion)
in Eq. (2) originates on the muon line, as shown in Fig.
1 (top). Here Ce↵ ⇠ g

2
yµ, where g is the singlet-muon

coupling. These models for g � 2 must involve at least
one new particle coupled to the muon,

gSSµ̄µ , gV V⌫ µ̄�
⌫
µ , (3)

where S/V is a scalar/vector (axial or pseudoscalar cou-
plings give the wrong sign �aµ) and parametrically

�aµ ⇠
g
2
m

2
µ

12⇡2M2
⇠ 10�9

g
2

✓
300 GeV

M

◆2

, (4)

where we have taken the M � mµ limit [25, 37]. Thus,
singlets near the weak scale must have ⇠ O(1) couplings
to yield �aµ ⇠ 10�9 in Eq. (1) and the masses are
bounded by M . 2 TeV to satisfy unitarity bounds which
require gS/V .

p
4⇡.

In what follows, we assume that the singlet S or V

couples to the muon as in Eq. (3) with su�cient strength

to resolve the �aµ anomaly. We find that for all vi-
able masses and decay channels, low energy experiments
will test all singlet candidates below . few GeV, and an
appropriate muon collider can test the remaining heavy
singlets in a model independent fashion.

Light Singlets

Although there are many experiments designed to
probe light, singlet particles responsible for �aµ (see [45]
for a review), most candidates are already excluded based
on how they couple to light SM particles. Nearly all vec-
tor bosons from anomaly-free U(1) SM gauge extensions
(e.g. B � L) are ruled out as explanations for the �aµ

anomaly [46]; the only exception is a gauged Lµ � L⌧

gauge boson, which remains viable for mV ⇠ 10 � 200
MeV [47, 48], but will be fully tested with upcoming
kaon decay [49] and muon trident searches [42]. Light
scalars that couple preferentially to muons can still be
viable depending on their dominant decay modes and
lifetimes [37].

Proposed muon beam fixed-target experiments can
likely test all remaining �aµ candidates below the few-
GeV scale [36–44]. In particular, the proposed NA64µ

[36, 50] and M3 [38] experiments are projected to cover
all invisibly decaying singlet �aµ candidates lighter than
a few GeV. These concepts can likely be modified to also
test visibly decaying singlets produced in muon fixed-
target interactions, such as a muon beam variation on
the HPS experiment [51]. Combined, these approaches
would leave no room for sub-GeV singlets that explain
�aµ. (Small model dependent gaps may remain for sin-
glets that decay semi-visibly, but these typically within
reach of various future experiments [43]; we address this
possible loophole in future work [52].)

Daniel Stolarski

If muon g-2 remains 
discrepant from SM value, 
future muon collider has a 

“no lose theorem”
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Weighing the Lightest Particles
Joseph Formaggio

Ray Davis Jr., Homestake

The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory

SNO

KamLAND

KamLAND

Super-Kamiokande

Super-Kamiokande

MINOS

MINOS

A myriad of experiments 
demonstrated that neutrinos 

transmute flavor (oscillate). 


Proof that neutrinos must 
have mass. 


There are predictions that 
stem from alteration of the 

Standard Model. 
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Weighing the Lightest Particles
Joseph Formaggio

The Origin of Mass 

The mechanism by which particles gain 
mass in the Standard Model may not 

apply for neutrinos. 

The neutrino mass mechanism remains 
unknown.

Impact on Cosmology 

Given the primordial abundance of 
neutrinos, even a small finite mass has a 
measurable impact on cosmic evolution. 

Measurable in next generation of 
experiments.

Cosmology (@ 50 meV)  
and 0νββ (@ 15 meV)  

has the potential to probe 
the deepest into the 

oscillation prediction for 
the mass scale over the 

next decade. 


However, the method with 
the most strongly tested 

assumptions is direct 
kinematic searches 

through beta decay. 
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Weighing the Lightest Particles
Joseph Formaggio

Kinematic spectra from beta decay or electron capture embed 
the neutrino mass near the endpoint.

3H � 3He+ + e� + �̄e

Tritium beta decay

163Ho
163Dy*

νe

Holmium electron capture

163
Ho + e� ! 163

Dy
⇤
+ ⌫e

kinetic energy (keV)
0 5 10 15 20 25

co
un

t r
at

e

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2
Electron Energy

Ṅ / p⌫E⌫

In both cases, 
differential spectrum 

depends on the 
neutrino momentum.

Beyond KATRIN
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    9e-15 of spectrummν = 0 eV
9×10-15 of the  
full spectrum
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Oscillation scale
mν = 0.01 eV

Endpoint of the Tritium β-decay Spectrum

E - E0 (eV)

3

m2
� =

X

i

|Uei|2m2
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Necessary Conditions: 

High Flux and High Precision

Necessary  
[Experimental] Conditions:  

High Flux and High Precision
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Weighing the Lightest Particles

Electron transfers all of its energy to 
the absorbing medium. 

Calorimetric 
(Cryogenic Bolometers)

Electromagnetic filtering of electrons of 
selected energy. 

Electromagnetic Collimation 
(MAC-E Filter)

Use photon spontaneous emission from 
electron in magnetic field. 

Frequency-Based 
(Cyclotron Radiation Emission Spectroscopy)

Joseph Formaggio

Micro calorimeters which are sensitive to changes in temperature 

(energy deposition). 

Contain the full decay energy.

Modern Calorimetric Experiments

High Magnetic 
Field (Bs)

High Magnetic  
Field (Bs)

Low Field 
BA

1011 e- / second 1 e- / second

μe μe μe μe μe

Mainz ⇒ Troitsk ⇒ Katrin

“Never 
measure 

anything but 
frequency.”

B. Monreal and JAF, Phys. Rev D80:051301

A. L. Schawlow O. Heaviside

fc =
fc,0
�

=
1

2⇡

eB

mec2 + Ekin

M.	Fertl Washington	D.C.,	1/30/2017

✓
Ekin

mec2

◆2

| {z }
4 ⇥ 10�8 for�Ekin=100 eV

Project 8: Cyclotron radiation emission spectroscopy of T2

3

Novel	approach:	J.	Formaggio	and	B.	Monreal,	Phys.	Rev	D	80:051301	(2009)

• Cyclotron	radiation	from	single	electrons
• Source	transparent	to	microwave	radiation
• No	e-	transport	from	source	to	detector
• Highly	precise	frequency	measurement

fc =
fc,0
�

=
1

2⇡

eB

me + Ekin/c2
⇡ 1

2⇡

eB

me

 
1� Ekin

mec2
+

✓
Ekin

mec2

◆2

+ . . .

!

P (17.8 keV, 90�, 1T) = 1 fW

P (30.2 keV, 90�, 1T) = 1.7 fW

Small	but	readily	detectable	with	
state	of	the	art	detectors

• Narrow band region of interest (@26 GHz). 

• Small, but detectable power emitted.

Frequency Approach
3H � 3He+ + e� + �̄e

Cyclotron Radiation 
Emission 

Spectroscopy 
(CRES) 

fc,0 = 27.992 491 10(6) GHz T
�1
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Cyclotron Radiation 
Emission 

Spectroscopy 
(CRES) 

Frequency Approach
3H � 3He+ + e� + �̄e

“Never 
measure 

anything but 
frequency.”

•Source transparent to 
microwave radiation 

•No e- transport from 
source to detector  

•Leverages precision 
inherent in frequency 
techniques

B. Monreal and JAF, Phys. Rev D80:051301

M.	Fertl Washington	D.C.,	1/30/2017

✓
Ekin

mec2

◆2

| {z }
4 ⇥ 10�8 for�Ekin=100 eV

Project 8: Cyclotron radiation emission spectroscopy of T2

3

Novel	approach:	J.	Formaggio	and	B.	Monreal,	Phys.	Rev	D	80:051301	(2009)

• Cyclotron	radiation	from	single	electrons
• Source	transparent	to	microwave	radiation
• No	e-	transport	from	source	to	detector
• Highly	precise	frequency	measurement

fc =
fc,0
�

=
1

2⇡

eB

me + Ekin/c2
⇡ 1

2⇡

eB

me

 
1� Ekin

mec2
+

✓
Ekin

mec2

◆2

+ . . .

!

P (17.8 keV, 90�, 1T) = 1 fW

P (30.2 keV, 90�, 1T) = 1.7 fW

Small	but	readily	detectable	with	
state	of	the	art	detectors

A. L. Schawlow O. Heaviside

Use frequency measurement of cyclotron 
radiation from single electrons:
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Weighing the Lightest Particles

Micro calorimeters which are sensitive to changes in temperature 

(energy deposition). 

Contain the full decay energy.

Modern Calorimetric Experiments
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Novel	approach:	J.	Formaggio	and	B.	Monreal,	Phys.	Rev	D	80:051301	(2009)
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• Source	transparent	to	microwave	radiation
• No	e-	transport	from	source	to	detector
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• Small, but detectable power emitted.

Frequency Approach
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Cyclotron Radiation 
Emission 

Spectroscopy 
(CRES) 
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Cyclotron Radiation 
Emission 

Spectroscopy 
(CRES) 

Frequency Approach
3H � 3He+ + e� + �̄e

“Never 
measure 

anything but 
frequency.”

•Source transparent to 
microwave radiation 

•No e- transport from 
source to detector  

•Leverages precision 
inherent in frequency 
techniques

B. Monreal and JAF, Phys. Rev D80:051301

M.	Fertl Washington	D.C.,	1/30/2017
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Project 8: Cyclotron radiation emission spectroscopy of T2

3

Novel	approach:	J.	Formaggio	and	B.	Monreal,	Phys.	Rev	D	80:051301	(2009)

• Cyclotron	radiation	from	single	electrons
• Source	transparent	to	microwave	radiation
• No	e-	transport	from	source	to	detector
• Highly	precise	frequency	measurement
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P (17.8 keV, 90�, 1T) = 1 fW

P (30.2 keV, 90�, 1T) = 1.7 fW

Small	but	readily	detectable	with	
state	of	the	art	detectors

A. L. Schawlow O. Heaviside

Use frequency measurement of cyclotron 
radiation from single electrons:

KATRIN is now taking 
data, finally pushing the 
mass scale limit below the 
eV scale for the first time. 

Calorimetric experiments 
such as ECHO and 
HOLMES are progressing 
well toward the eV scale. 

The CRES technique 
through Project 8 is 
pusing forward, with the 
eventual target of using 
an atomic tritium source. 
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Milestones in Neutrino Mass Phase Space
• Current best limit is from KATRIN: 1.1 eV (90% C.L.) [1].

• KATRIN’s goal is 0.2 eV limit (90% C.L.), covering the rest 
of the quasi-degenerate mass possibilities.

• Uncertainty in molecular tritium (T2) final states sets a 
systematic floor at about 0.1 eV.

• The next milestone is to cover the possibilities of the 
Inverted Ordering, down to a lower limit of 48 meV (95% 
C.L.) [2].

• Project 8 estimates 40 meV sensitivity can be attained 
using Cyclotron Radiation Emission Spectroscopy and an 
atomic tritium (T) source [3].

[1] Aker et al. (KATRIN), Phys. Rev. Lett. 123 221802 (2019).
[2] Doe et al. (Project 8), arXiv:1309.7093 (2013).
[3] Zyla et al. (PDG), Progr. Theor. Exp. Phys. 083C01 (2020).

Mainz, Troitsk

KATRIN (Goal)

Inverted Ordering

Normal Ordering

Systematic Limit with T2

Project 8 with T (Goal)

KATRIN (2019)

!

Systematics and Sensitivity 

Optimized density of 3.7x1018 atoms/m3 

Assume exposure of 5 m3 y 

Full Bayesian analysis 

Magnetic field uniformity of 0.1 ppm 

Optimal energy resolution:

#E ≅ (115 +/- 2) meV.

Phase IV

Goal: Break into the inverted neutrino mass scale
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Discoveries at the Precision Frontier

WHY QIS?

QuantISED in the Dark-Matter Landscape

10-22 eV                         1 peV 1 eV                          1 GeV                   100 GeV                                 1019 GeV              

Dark-Matter Waves                                                     Dark-Matter Particles

QCD axion                                                                        WIMP   
ADMX-G2

1. Directional detection of WIMPs 
with NV center spectroscopy

4. Nanowire single-photon detectors for hidden photons
5. Qubits and Rydberg atoms for QCD axions

8. Lumped resonators for QCD axions

9. Nuclear spins for QCD axions

7. Photon upconverters for QCD axions (needed for 
nuclear spins and lumped resonators)

10. Clocks / cold atoms for scalar dark matter

2. Quantum sim/optimization for 
WIMP nuclear-recoil response

3. LHe and GaAs for calorimetry for 
hidden-sector DM

6. Qubits and ultrahigh-Q cavities for hidden photons

From K. Irwin
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MB, Huang, Lasenby

Budker, Graham, Ledbetter, Rajendran,Sushkov

Arvanitaki, Huang,  Van Tilburg

Rajendran, Zobrist, Sushkov, Walsworth, Lukin 

Knapen, Lin, Pyle, Zurek

Kahn, Safdi, Thaler
Chaudhuri, Graham, Irwin, Mardon, Rajendran, Zhao

Graham, Mardon, Rajendran, Zhao

Adapted from K. Irwin
Arvanitaki, Graham, Hogan, Rajendran, Van Tilburg

Goodman, Witten 
Detectability of Certain Dark 
Matter Candidates (1984) 

Sikivie: Experimental Tests of the "Invisible" Axion (1983)

Krauss, Moody, Wilczek, Morris: Calculations for Cosmic 
Axion Detection (1985)

Theorists Searching for New Physics

Arvanitaki, Dimopoulos,  Van Tilburg

* see T.T. Yu talk* see A. Arvanitaki,         
M. Safronova talks

Masha Baryakhtar

DM candidates can span 
many orders of magnitude in 

mass—lots of work moving 
beyond WIMP (10 GeV-TeV) 

regime


See also talks by A. Arvanitaki, M. Safranova, T. T. Yu
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Discoveries at the Precision Frontier

• Axions are

• Solutions to a theoretical puzzle of small 
numbers: the strong-CP problem: 
approximately massless particle with mass and 
couplings fixed by a high scale fa, 

• Low-energy remnants of complex physics at 
high scales

• Automatically produced as dark matter in the 
early universe

 11
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s{ Arvanitaki, Dimopoulos, Dubovsky, Kaloper, March-Russell

Nelson, Scholtz
Arias, Cadamuro, Goodsell, Jaeckel, Redondo, Ringwald
Graham, Mardon, Rajendran

Preskill, Wise, Wilczek

Axions and New Ultralight Particles

Masha Baryakhtar

Excellent light (<eV) dark 
matter candidates include 

axion(-like particles) and 
dark photons
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Discoveries at the Precision Frontier

Searches for Axions and Dark Photons

 12

• Axions and dark photons generically couple to 
photons: opens new search strategies with 
recent technological advances

axions
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• Wide parameter space of 
weakly coupled, light particles
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<latexit sha1_base64="I7NUxVe/KdYzzdBcciffpd7TiKA=">AAACT3icbVHLSgMxFM3Ud31VXboJFlGQlpki6NIHiMsK9gGddsikGQ1NMkOSEUqYP3SjO3/DjQtFTNvBR+uFwMk5594kJ2HCqNKu++IU5uYXFpeWV4qra+sbm6Wt7aaKU4lJA8cslu0QKcKoIA1NNSPtRBLEQ0Za4eBypLceiFQ0Frd6mJAuR3eCRhQjbamgFFX8SCJsvMwcZ1eB8XnqizTrmYNaBo8mmj9ASYIyY5kfh7kamfINrMDvMdbFg/NeDZ6PvZNRQansVt1xwVng5aAM8qoHpWe/H+OUE6ExQ0p1PDfRXYOkppiRrOiniiQID9Ad6VgoECeqa8Z5ZHDfMn0YxdIuoeGY/d1hEFdqyEPr5Ejfq2ltRP6ndVIdnXYNFUmqicCTg6KUQR3DUbiwTyXBmg0tQFhSe1eI75ENRtsvKNoQvOknz4Jmreq5Ve/muHx2kcexDHbBHjgEHjgBZ+Aa1EEDYPAIXsE7+HCenDfns5BbC04OdsCfKqx8AdTqtEY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I7NUxVe/KdYzzdBcciffpd7TiKA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I7NUxVe/KdYzzdBcciffpd7TiKA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I7NUxVe/KdYzzdBcciffpd7TiKA=">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</latexit>

m (eV)

Kim (1979); Shifman,  Vainshtein, Zakharov (1980)  
Dine, Fischler, Srednicki (1981);  Zhitnitsky, (1980)

Holdom (1986)

optical 
frequencies

ALP dark matter

Masha Baryakhtar

These bosons naturally 
interact with photons—a 

handle to detect them with!
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Discoveries at the Precision Frontier
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μm
for an eV 
particle:

photons

dark photon
dark matter 

mm

x x x

Amplitude

 

• For a given energy, photons have much more momentum than dark matter

• Even when interactions in the dark matter model allow one-to-one 
conversion to photons, kinematics do not

!A = !� ) k� ⇠ 0! 

• Need systems which can efficiently absorb the momentum mismatch

Seeing Dark Matter
Masha Baryakhtar

Kinematics of converting 
light (but not massless) 
boson DM to photons 

means we need to change 
photon dispersion relation  
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Multilayer stack

dielectric 
layers

mirror

lens

photodetector
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Nanowire Detection of Photons from the Dark Side 

Detector

250 μm

5 μm

2 μm

Ilya Charaev, MIT

• High index of 
refraction 
contrast, more 
layers increase 
conversion 

• e.g. silicon (n2=3.4) 
and silica (n1=1.46)

• Signal photons perpendicular 
to stack: efficiently focused• Small area single photon 

detector with ultra low noise

Jeff Chiles, NIST

Lens

MB, J. Huang, R. Lasenby PRD 2018

Jeff Chiles, NIST

DOE QuantiSED grant, DE-
SC0019129 ($300,000 for two 
years) 

Bosonic Dark Matter Search 
Using Superconducting Nanowire 
Single-Photon Detectors. 

(Exp) Berggren, Charaev;  
Chiles, Nam;  (Th) Arvanitaki, 
MB, Huang, Lasenby, Van Tilburg. 

Masha Baryakhtar

New idea: stack of different 
dielectrics . DM axions or 

dark photons convert to 
photons that are focused 

onto detector
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Searches for dark matter with light

• Dielectric materials /crystal structures/ molecules can correct the dispersion 
mismatch in waves between a massless and massive particle of the same energy

• First steps underway, use well-established optics and detector technology; possible to 
reach very small couplings with larger setups

• Improve on parameter space by orders of magnitude, and perhaps see dark matter

C
oupling to photons

C
oupling to photons

κ

g a
γγ

Ge
V

dark photons

MB, J. Huang, R. Lasenby PRD 2018
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Summary2
Particle physics has made incredible progress 

Questions remain! Neutrino masses, DM, matter-
antimatter asymmetry of the Universe… 

Many avenues for progress across wide range of 
energy scales (<eV to 100 TeV) 

Discussed just a few possibilities—next 20+ years 
will be exciting


